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-Malcolm X {above left); the first black victim-of patitical vision/no-lion in Americo since John Kennedy's death,-was a Black Muslim who
•had been suspended from she sect by its leader, Elijah Muhammad
{above right). Three. Black Muslims brutally.gunned Malcolm dawn

—

' the sixties saw the death
of.our Ito° -major Nati
leaders, both. working to
solve thesame problems.
malcolm x advocated violent solutions, martin
hither:king, jr., preached
- a doctrine-cf.brotherhood,
but they were both brought
down by gunfire, and
questions remain: .did
elijah muhammad have
-Inalcolm-murdered?.did
• james earl ray shoot king?

in 1965 using a shotgfin and handguns. Above center: Moments after
the fatal shots, friends vainly try to save Malcolm's life. Below left:
Police remove his body. Certain that Elijah had ordered the killing,
Mcdcolm's followers burned down his Harlem mosque (below right).
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Moments after .the'fafaTnhctffKing's aides point from the balcony in the tlirectiorrfrom which the shot came.
- A slog from a :30-15;:iftered the right side of King's neck-and went on to sever-his spinal column_ '
fatoOrwounded,'runtittilitnacina „theltelplestwitneues, o motel towel covering the right half of his face.
greatist civil . rights .Press- 1 %111r4*-- ter' .74•474-1 '
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dent since-Lincoln.
,4- 6% .... .."
rla-hat w-as not enough for ,
,'..
Afakolm, -nor - for ,Kin1,4,
They +wanted justice now,
freedom ,....ncrw. Lae the I.- -16,,
--1....t,
preachers' sons -; they. were, .---..
hif. $ R' .4..i
they exhorted their diseiples
to , demand just ;that:al:lot
ci:
. jr *
see _those
beforenh-could
ey
demands met. each Was 3...
,...417 *All-*■ ‘
,- dead 4.and -las ..cause soon
v.*
f,..
lalteretLiAssassination had
'IL. t
----ag-ain removeda leader.and
14‘
rIPP*
;'deflected.perhaps thwarted,
.
his 'movement. . For those
4"
-.
-N.
.
who kept- faith with Vial.
. sillillik ..Y1
. color and King, it was small
.'
... _.
A,. _JP. -..
- ......te
•comfort that the-ultimate : -. effects of their deaths were `King was buried in o plain wooden casket drawn through the streets by
unknowable. Better to turn ",-nwies.smiltions mourned and hundreds of thousands lined the streets_
I.to assassination's only other
constant, - the 'questions of 1,":..
just who -killed 'them and
why.
7.'-e-With Malcolm it seemed :
:•4.. •
!_.
cl'-..,t•simple. On Sunday after- :
noon. 'February 21, 1965, lit
IV-"L
three men ;attacked him
WY
while he was _addrevsing a
.r......,
congregation of his OrganI .110.• ik
s•-• *'
ization of Afro-American
-,._____
11 7;
Unity in the Audubon Ball- •
e
room, at 166th Street and t,_
_ __,.) "*" ii
..crp
.......7.---;-\.:
:
: 17
: ,..1
Broadway, in New York. ■ e"
.The -.assassins -were . well
- .- .....w."
--t N....! kt.....ste.,....
.
drilled.-Two stood up about
.
eight rows from the roe
Nis
•e.
truss. "`Don't be messin' with
- ..t -.,:4,* 1....
my pockets,: one hollered,
...10...de,
1•
and while lkfalcolm asked
them to cool it. his body- ... but ion hours after King's death, hundreds of thousands, shocked
guards moved toward them, and embittered, also took to the streets for another purpose: 125 cities
Then smoke billowed from were threatened by eve lion and looting that followed the assassination.
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a man's sot L. soaked in lighter nobd and made
with the Ku Klux Klan and the
mongering may partially have mar,
set afire in the aisle. As Malcolm and
.tmerican Nazi Parry to separate conOnly his magnificent autobiography tug
his 400 followers stared at the confutested territories into black and white
gems what he might have become in other
sion. a man rushed the stage with a
spheres of influence. There were rumors.
climes. Sadly. the violent weather was to
sawed-off, double-barreled I2-gauge shottoo, that Elijah's sect had, like the Klan.
bold, a fact deplored at thc time of
gun wrapped in a gray jacket. The blasts
accepted motley from H. L Hunt, who
Malcolm's death by King. who ruefully
caught Malcolm in the chest, blowing
likewise thought it a capital idea to keep
said such violence "is not good for the
him backward over a dtair. Two other
black and white apart. Such revelations
image of our nation and not good for the
O.
men moved up and pumped shot alter
could badly damage the Muslims. "flit:
Negro cause." That was three years beshot from a .38 and a .45 into his body
die is set. and Malcolm shall not escape,fore Memphis. where King became a
before all three ran to escape. Two made
Elijah opined. No wonder that Malcolm
genuine martyr to brotherhood
it, but a bodyguard's pistol felled one.
wrote. "Some of the followers of Elijah
•
The crowd outside broke his kg and
Muhammad would still consider it a
It was in 'Memphis. of course, that
would have killed him if police hadn't
first-rank honor to kill me."
Martin Luther King and James Earl Ray
come to his rescue. They soon identified
It had apparently happened Soon
came to be paired as saint and criminal its
him as Talmadge Hayer. 2.14. Thomas
after the shouting, police at-rested two
the pantheon of American assassinations.
Hagan.
Black Muslims as Hayer's accomplices.
Yet, as with Lincoln and Booth. KenIn the ballroom, Malcolm was dead.
Thomas "I5X" Johnson was eventually
nedy and Oswald, there are vital clues-.
His pregnant wife. Betty Shahazr., wailed
tried as the shotgunner. Norman "3X"
lions surrounding that pairing, so many
over his body, and another woman
Butler was charged with being the third
that we truly know only two things.
keened, "Oh, black folks. black folks, why
gunman. Both had reputations as enFirst, we know that at six P.M. on April
you got to kill each other?" That
forcers for the Muslims (at the time of
4, 1968, King leaned out the railing of
was it, obviously. Malcolm's lieutenants
Malcolm's assassination, Butler was out
the balcony of Memphis' Lorraine Motel
were sure Elijah Muhammad had or- on
5100.000 bond for shooting another
into the sights of a .30-'06 rifle. One min.
dered the killing and that trained killers
Muslim defector). In 1966, the three
use later, a bullet ripped through his
from the Fruit of Islam. die Black
were convicted of the murder and senright jaw and into his throat and body.
Muslim strike force, had carried it out.
tenced to life in prison. A rougher sort of
killing him with a single shot that ended
Fourteen months before, Elijah had susjustice moved faster than that. Within 36
his dream of social equality, that burned
pended Malcolm from the Muslims. hours
of Malcohn's death, the Muslims'
Detroit and Washington, that launched a
ostensibly for his remark about Kennedy,
Mosque Number Seven in Harlem
world-wide search for his killer and that
but really, they thought, because he
burned beyond repair, and for month
s
eventually brought in a skinny, pettyfeared the startling charisma of Malcolm.
after. Malcolm's allies publicly. if futilely,
criminal escaped convict and lifelong
feared that NI:dentin% new organization
threatened to kill Elijah. But at least
loser variously called Eric Starvo Galt,
would attract more blacks than the everyo
ne agreed: The Muslims--possibly
Harvey Lowmyer, John Willard, John
Muslims and, above all, feared that
with outside encouragement—had assasRay-Tic, Paul E. Bridgman, Ramon George
Malcolm would tell what lie knew about
inated Malcolm X.
Sneyd, but known to us soon and ever
tub rota Muslim activities.
That verdict still seems fair, even consince as James Earl Ray.
Malcolm himself had thought the Mussidering that no firm evidence ever led
Second, we know that even if Ray did
lims might kill him. They were responheyond the three convicted assassins (Elikill King—and there is reasonable doubt
sible, he'd said. for the Iire.bombing of
jah repeatedly denied any personal or
that it could be proved--he has been
his home just a week before he went to
organizational responsibility, but it is
victimized, almost framed, by legal and
the Audubon. That was their gratitude
a well-known fact that the Fruit of Islam
judicial irregularities. the cover-up of itnfor all he'd done. He'd built up the Muskillers do not act on their own initiative).
portant facts in the slaying and a failure
lim organization in New York. He'd enWhatever the case. Malcolm X was
by the FBI and Memphis police to inrolled their most famous recruit, the young
dead. Many called that good riddance,
vestigate thoroughly the possibility of a
heavyweight Cassius Clay. He'd articuremembering his hysterical Tamil)*
conspiracy.
lated for them the black man's rage as
against whites, his calls for a separate
To understand those two things, we
no one had. "If ballots won't work.
black nation, his exhortations to blacks to
must begin with Martin Luther King.
bullets will." be had once proclaimed.
buy guns and "get the white monkey off
King was in Memphis to lead a protest
and now be feared he was to be the proof
your luck." Yet near the end. Malcolm
march in support of Local 1733, the
of that sentiment_ That seemed ironic.
seemed to have changed. He professed a
nearly all-black local of the garbage and
He. horn Malcolm Little, the man who
uew idealism. Trips abroad and a pilsewer workers union. The 1300 men had
in his youth was convinced that white
grimage to Mecca had convinced him of
gone on strike in February, asking for a
racists had burned his home and killed
the need for a brotherhood of all the op50-tent-an-hour raise, workmen's compenhis father, who as Big Red (for his
pressed. instead of war between the darksation insurance and an insurance proreddish hair and light skin, the legacy
er and the paler races. Ironically, that
gram. Memphis officials refused. Inevitof a "white rapist" grandfather) had
perception may also have helped doom
ably. trouble built. The town seethed with
gotten through root suits and processed
Malcolm. A story bad it that because of
race hate. Memphis' black leaders called
hair, through dealing cocaine and grass,
his visit. Moslems abroad had decided to
for King. the Nobel apostle of nonviolence_
through burglary and six years in the
give money to his organization instead of
On March 18. 1968. King arrived from
stammer, where he'd learned about Islam
Elijah's, a prospect that could have proAnaheim. California, where he'd given a
and became converted, and then made
vided the Muslims with another motive
speeds two 'lays before. (Ray, then underit up dose to Elijah's side, this man was
for removing Malcolm_ Nevertheless. Malground in Los Angeles, had noticed it.) In
now to be killed not by the "white
colm persisted in saying the Muslim docMemphis. King exhorted 15,000 people
devils" he excoriated but by his onetime
trine produced zombies. He said he
to join in a work stoppage. It happened.
brothers. Still, es-en Malcolm admitted
was glad to be free of Isis hysteria, of "the
but the agent was a freak snowstorm,
they had reason. After he'd left the Mussickness and madness of those days....
not aggrieved citizens. One plan fruslims, lie accused the 67.year-old Elijah
Its a time for martyrs now. And if I'm
trated, King consented to lead a march
of sexual promiscuity with teenage
to be one, it will be in the cause of
on March 28.
"secretaries" and declared he would, if
brotherhood" Unfortunately, he did not
It was a disaster. Militant youths, the
threatened, tell everything he knew; for
die in brotherhood's name but in a
Invaders. broke King's nonviolent rules
130 example. about deals the Muslims had
climate of violence that his early hate(continued on page
0
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sulture--and in Asian cultures as well—
have been cautioned to avoid "sexual
excesses." lest they ruin their health.
Mahatma Gandhi refrained from coitus
altogether for many years in order to
conserve his resources. Medical folklore
warns of the "worn-out old rou6." whose
early enjoyment of life has left him a
decrepit sexual cripple. prematurely
aged. a prey to many degenerative diseases. Even today, there are men in their
20s. 30s and 40s who restrain themselves
sexually lest they deplete their powers.
The studies here reviewed confirm
what perceptive observers have always
known: The worn-out roue is a figment
of due antisexual imagination. The vigorous old man who still enjoys abounding
good health (and good sex) is the one
who also enjoyed himself in youth, young
manhood and middle age—and who thus
kept his testosterone level high.
The raising of testosterone levels is
not, obviously, the only way in which an
active sex life contributes to good health.
It just happens to be the only way that
has to date been carefully examined scientifically. Here are some other consid,
erations affecting both men and women:
- Many doctors agree that by improv.
ing our mood and relieving psychic tensions. sex makes us less vulnerable to the
numerous aches. pains and more serious
health impairments that are commonly
labeled psychosomatic or functional: that

is. arising hours emotional stress, depression or other psychological factors.
• "Sexual intercourse." Du. Neil Solomon of the Johns Hopkins University
School of :Medicine points out, "is an median form of exercise." An ideal exercise should require no special equipment.
should make use of as many bodily musdm as possible. should enable you to improve with practice, should be something
you enjoy acrd that you can do with another person—and it should be something you can continue throughout your
life. Sex fills the order.
• Sex provides a valuable combination
of stimulation and relaxation. During
sexual activity, blood pressure and
pulse rate rise., much as they du when we
take a walk or climb a flight of stairs—
then promptly- return to quiet resting
levels. It is precisely this sequence of
stimulation and relaxation that is generally considered conducive to good
health.
• Many athletes report that sex the
night before a big game helps them get
a good night's sleep and lowers excess
tensions—both important contributions
to good health. Casey Stengel agreed.
"It wasn't the catchin' that caused the
problem for athletes." he is supposed to
have said, "it was the chasin',"
• Married men and women live significantly hanger on the average than
those who are single, widowed or di-

vowel: that stxtial activity ph/y.1 a role
in this greater longevity seems likely.
though it isn't proved.
Chi the other hand, it's also pretty
obvious that abstention from sexual activity is not necessarily a cause of poor
health. Many monks, nuns and other
celibates, for example. enjoy abounding
good health and live into their 70s and
80s. Perhaps they have found other forms
of stimulation and relaxation to rake the
place of sex: or perhaps freedom from
many of the stresses of life compensates
[or the absence of sexual release.
Estrogen is the natural female sex hormone. resembling testosterone in numerous respects. It is chemically related to
testosterone: and it plays much the same
role in inducing female puberty that testosterone plays in male puberty. Just as
testosterone is manufactured in the male
gonads (testes), so estrogen is manufactured in the female gonads (ovaries).
And. like testosterone, estrogen is an
anabolic steroid chat serves a variety of
functions related to maintaining good
health.
What isn't known, however, is whether
sexual arousal and sexual activity raise
female estrogen levels in the way in
which they raise male testosterone levels.
Our hunch is that they do. Its high
time somebody found out_
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(continued from page 150)
plastic overnight case filled with toilcu
a white T-shirt (size 42-4-1). a pair ca
and some windows. They looted stores, threat on his life since the
first attempt darned
03
gray-and-white-paisley undertouched off a riot in which police killed in 1958, with every confron
tation, with shorts
(size 34).
a 17-year-old boy. Cops moved in, the fact of his surveillance
by the FBI cans of Schlitz. a transistor radio, two
plucked King and Ralph Abernathy and (and by the Memphis police,
a pair of pliers, a tack
even now, as hammer
and The. Commercial Appeal
others out of the melee and took them he spoke and, at the motel,
from a fire make
up the famous "bundle of evidence"
to the fashionable Rivertnont Motel. station across the street).
fie may also that Ray
0.
is said to have dropped in the
(During the recent revelations of FBI have shed for the momen
t his correct
doorway of the Canipe Amusement Comharassment of King, we found that the suspicions that J. Edgar
Hoover's ani- pany
on Main Street after the fatal shot.
bureau discussed leaking the news that mosity had led to illegal
wire taps, to a
Ray—or. more properly. Ray as John
King was staying in a white establish- letter suggesting that be
commit suicide,
Willard, the name he'd given Mrs.
ment. to embarrass him_ In turn, one of to the gossip spread about
his alleged Brewer—
also was in the bathroom. His
Ray's attorneys has speculated that the sexual misbehavior.
FBI really wanted to drive King out of
All that is sure, though. is that the palm print, the police said, was on the
wall above the bathtub, where he'd
the Rivermont to the Lorraine, where he nett day anyone in room 513
could push leaned
to get into the tub to take the
could be more easily killed.) Anyway, aside the gold-and-green-flowered
plastic shot.
The sculimarks of shoes were dearly
things were more volatile than ever. curtain and see the balcony
fronting visible
in the tub, too, and there were
Could King come back for a second march room 306 at the Lorraine
. Ray may have
identifiable Ray fingerprints on the rifle
if they'd cool off the kids? King again looked there. for certainly
he was in the and
scope. In room 58. the FBI picked
agreed. They'd march on 'Friday, April room at times between 3:30
and 5:30 r.sm. up
fibers from the bedspread. as well as
fifth, Thus it was that King returned to on April fourth. Howeve
r, no one would
hair samples. the straps from the binocuMemphis from Atlanta on April third, have taken a shot at King from
that win- lar case
and other bits of physical eviand checked into the black-owned Lor- dow. You'd have to lean halfway
out for dence proving
that Ray had been there.
raine Motel. Lots of people knew it. any sort of accuracy. But
there was a
Altogether,
what with the TV and radio coverage. bathroom next door to 5B.
From it, a dence against the weight of physical eviThe next day, he was shot outside room man could get a dear diagonal
Ray seemed convincing. A
shot across
306.
the weedy, bushy back yards and Mul- week after the killing, the police and die
FBI even found his 1966 white Mustang
The physical evidence proves no more berry Street. if he could get
the rifle out in Atlanta
than that Ray was involved in King's the window and stand
, loaded with clothes, a
in the catered Polaroid
camera and even a white sheet.
assassination—something he has admit- bathtub, with one foot up
on the edge The car
was said to have been parked
ted. asserting. "1 personally did not shoot of it. And if he weren't interrup
ted. In by Canipe's
when King was killed. Ray
Dr. King. but I believe I may be partly this rooming house, the toilet
got a lot was said to
have used it to escape. drivresponsible for his death." Furthermore, of use, as it does in places
inhabited by ing from
Memphis to Atlanta, before
other evidence—which Rays 1969 guilty heavy drinkers. One such.
named Charles abandon
ing it in favor of a bus to Cinplea (forced out of him by his lawyer, Quitman Stephens, lived directly
next cinnati, a
train to Detroit, then on to
he says) prevented from being tried in a door, in 6B. Charley had
seen Ray Toronto
, Montreal, a plane to London.
court—suggests a conspiracy as much as around 3:30 on the afterno
on of the then to
Lisbon and back to London, where
it does a lone killer. But in either case. fourth, he later said, and he'd
gone out he was
caught in June 1968. Authorities
King was at the Lorraine on April into the hall when Mrs. Bessie
Brewer, would prove
it was Ray's car, after they
fourth. Where was Ray?
the manager, was showing that fellow
proved it was Gales and that Galt was
For a time, less than 300 feet away, 513 after he'd rejected a room without
a Ray. Establishing
it a rooming house on Main Street. The view of the Lorraine. He
that could not convict
told police Ray,
however, since lie once affirmed lie
room-5B, in the north section of the and newsmen that he could
also identify had
purchased the car. Moreover, that
double building—was a flophouse spe- Ray as the neat. "sharp-faced"
man indefatigable a
cial featuring a chipped iron bedstead whom he'd seen in the failing
ssassination researcher
twilight Harold Weisber
arched at each end like a leer. On the running down the hall after
g--a main force behind
the shot, recent
efforts to secure Ray a new trial—
lied was the April fourth edition of the carrying a bundle. cunning. he
thought, believes
he has evidence showing puzzling
Memphis Commercial Appeal. In it was from the bathroom, which
had been things
about the car. For example. it was
a report of King's speech the previous locked at different times between
3:30 almost bare
of fingerprints, although
night, of his vow to march. and more, of and the shooting. Oddly,
his common- there
were several of Ray's left in Alen:an incandescent prophecy. "Some began law Mace. Grace Walden,
said Charley phis.
There were cigarette butts in the
to talk about the threats that were out. had to be wrong. that the running
man ashtray,
but Ray didn't smoke. There was
of what would happen to me from some she'd seen through her doorway
looked mud
of our sick white brothers. . . . Well, I nothing like Ray and that Charley
on the passenger's side. but Ray was
didn't
don't know what will happen now. see the man until he was
dear down the supposedly alone. There was a white
We've got some difficult days ahead. But hall, rounding the corner for the
sheet on the back seat and some of the
stairs.
it really doesn't matter with me now.
Could it have been Ray? No one de- clothes didn't fit Ray. As we'll see in
Because I've been to the mountaintop!" nies he was in the rooming house.
Or tracing alternate explanations for die
Then his people heard him say, "Lon- that he had with him a .30-'06 Model
760 crime, these items could be important.
gevity has its place. But I'm not con- Remington Gamemaster slide-act
But, to return to the car, it was odd
ion rifle
cerned about that now," and then on, fitted with a Redfield 2 x 7 telescop
ic that no all-points bulletin had been issued
his voice building, until he shouted, his sight- About four o'clock, he'd bought
a to stop a white Mustang. Guy Canipe
broad face varnished with sweat: "So pair of Bushnell 7 x 35 binocula
rs at the said he had watched one roar past his
I'm happy tonight. I'm not worried about York Arms Company a half mile
away, door after he'd seen someone drop the
anything. I'm not fearing any man. perhaps for observing King.
And the bundle. The Tennessee State Police said
'Mine eyes have seen the glory of the binoculars. along with the rifle (one
spent they never got a request for an A.P.B.,
coming of the lard"'" The adulation casing in the chamber and none in
the and the Memphis police said that was
washed over him. It must temporarily four-shot dip). several other .30-'06
car- because they had no proof the "young
have demised him of the fear he'd re- tridges. including five military
rounds, a white male, well dressed," in the white
cently admitted to close associates and green-and-brown bedspread, a Brownin
g Mustang had killed King. even though,
210 friends, the fear that filtered with every rifle cardboard box, a 15" x 20" blue- yes,
they had at 6:08 broadcast a local
O
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Call to stop Such a car. There were at scope. exchanged cartridges and put his father was dead). Alter basic. he be
least 400 white Mustangs m Memphis everything into a Browising rifle box. came an MP in Germany (and. some
and. besides, after die killing. there was because the scope made the rifle too wide say. admired the defeated Hitler's racial
a phony C.B.-radio broadcast about a
fur the Remington box. Lowtoyer seemed polities), an occupation that didn't in
wild chase up in northeast Memphis grateful, ‘Vood said. So was the FBI, hibit considetahle boozing. a little dope,
with a white Mustang running away since through the rifle and %Wood they lots of fighting and trouble. In Decemfrom a blue Pontiac. with three white could identify Low-rosier. Galt. Willard ber 1948. Ray was discharged for "lack
men shooting at the Pontiac.
and Ray as the murderer. because hadn't of adaptability to military service."
Police raid that was a schoolboy prank that .30-'06 killed King?
From then until he was arrested for
and had come too late (at 6:33 e.m.) to
the King inunler, Ray was a Sammy
•
be part of a conspiracy. It was interest.
James Earl Ray was the kind of man Glick of the nether world, scrambling for
big, though. chat the broadcast diverted for whom Martin Luther King spoke. all he was worth. If he ever heard any
attention from the southeast routes out Poor. Pissed off. Imprisoned in a world
like the messages of peace and
of Memphis. which Ray admitted he he never made. From the begiuning on brotherhood coming from a black Baptook.
Mardi 10, 1928. until now. in the Ten- List minister and his son Martin in AtBesides the fingerprints and the car nessee State Prison. Ray's life taught him lanta. his 20-sear record of petty crime
pointing to him. esmvitnesses identified to get before you're gotten. His father dues not show it.
Ray as the mart who. on March 29 in was a shiftless sort, a menial laborer.
If Ray shut King. it was a complete
Birmingham (fresh from Los Angeles via
good mostly for airing nine children with break front his history of smalltime
New Orleans- Selma. Bitmingham and Ray's hapless mother before leasing her thievery. King was killed by a rifle bulAtlanta). had purchased a .243 Remington so she could complete an ugly ruin with let. In his stick-ups. Ray had sometimes
Gamernaster, had ordered it fitted with a alcohol. The Ray children grew up in an brandished a pistol, but he'd never fired
2 x 7 sariable-power scope, had bought agony of embarrassment and poverty. it. After his escape from the Missouri
some cartridges and had given his name Eventually. Jimmy and his brothers Jerry penitentiary. he carried a pistol, was
and atItirm as Harvey Loss-Fuser. 11407 and John became criminals. One sister captured with one on him. But. other
South I Ids Street. Birmingham. The next
was mentally ill. Even so. as a teenager. than in his Army bask training 22 years
clay. though. Lowanyer took the rifle back Jimmy Ray seemed to have a nail-hanging before. there's no evidence that be used
to the Aeronaarine Supply Company and hold on America's vertical mobility. He a rifle. Why would he choose one to kill
asked for a heavier one, a .30:06. became learned the katherclyring-trade in Al- King? Its been suggested that in prison.
Ray was entranced by Oswald's feat.
his "Mother" had said the .243 Wasn't ton. Illinois, and was neat. shy with girls.
that maybe he went to school on it and
big enough for the hunting they planned polite. reliable and frugal as hell. Then.
decided On a long-range murder for a
to do in Wisconsin. The clerk. Don when World ‘Var Two ended, he lost
troublemaker he hated. George McMilWood. gave Lownlyer the same Reming- that job and six weeks Later joined the lan. a writer whose
forthcoming book
ton model in a .50-'06, fitted it with the Army (on the enlistment form, he said assumes Ray's guilt,
quotes men in stir
with Italy as Saying he was rabid about
"Sfartin Luther Goon" and vowed to
get hint. McMillais also claims Ray's
brother Jerry said that Jimmy, who often
contacted Jerry after his escape, was wild
for Wallace and that int the morning
of King's assscsination, he got a call during which Jimmy said. "Big Nigger has
had it." (Jerry has denied this statement.) MOsfillan further says that Ray
financed his posrescape peregrinations
with money made in prison and sent
outside to Jerry, about 570(M) in all
How much of this is incontrovertible?
The escape itself—Abernathy thinks
"Ray may have been let loose" to kill
King—war peculiarly successful for Ray.
He hid in a box carrying loaves of bread.
was trucked outside the walls and then
left the truck (the authorities put out a
routine SSP-reward leaflet, but it had
someone else's fingerprints on it—another detail that suggested to some that
Ray had been let out, maybe that he
wasn't supposed to be caught). But other
attempts hadn't gone so well.
Convicts at the Missouri penitentiary
this writer has interviewed said Ray was
laughable in those adventures once playing the "mole" and hiding in ventilators.
only to crawl out hours later into a guard's
arms. Another time. he tried to scale a.
wall with a pole but fell back into the
yard and hurt himself. (After the King
"I don't know when I've been involved in a better
affair, when Ray was finally transferred

doctor-patient-nurse relationship."

out of solitary in Nashville to the
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ltrushy Mountain didn't mix . . he was only interested in name
alter passing the city of Galt, beprison. he again tried to escape. This time get tin' out. Any fucking way
he could ... tween Detroit and Toronto. However,
he hid in a steam tunnel and got scalded he couldn't stand the lockup,
he hated there is an Eric St. Vincent Galt in To01 out; he had picked the wrong tunnel— it. Time drove his shit,
just to speak ronto, a writer. whose middle initials, St.
:Ps the other one in the yard led outside.) frankly. You know About
King. let's V., when scrawled in signature, look like
aC ..ks for his wheeling and dealing at Nils- assume that Ray was down South . .
Starvo. Did Ray get that odd name there
souri. one fellow inmate said, "He was well, he goes on down there
and he talks and, if so, why and where was he looking
the kind of guy who'd bring in ten dol- to two or three politicians. who
are at Galt's signature? (It's possible lie
tare worth of dope and sell it for twenty. pretty influential people,
and they could sought out Gales signature as he
later.
This is while some guys are making ten probably convince me that they
could get after King's death, supposedly sought out
grand a year in pills." Other convicts me out of it or get me out of
the country. Canadians who resembled him and whose
have said Ray made plenty.
A guy gets pretty fucking desperate out names he could use in getting
a pass,
Was Ray the kind of con who could there on escape. you know. In
my opin- port.)
plan and execute the King murder, then ion [if Ray did kill King].
it wasn't out
Anyway, he first headed for Montreal.
escape to three foreign countries? It's Of any racist motive. If
he was a racist, where he hoped to find a Canadian cittrue you can learn a lot inside the walls I can honestly say 1 never heard
this izen to act as guarantor of a passport
about new identities and passports. In guy, not one time did
I ever hear him that lie could use to get someplace "Irons
the months before King's death, Ray did say One word about or against
a black
which I could never be extradited.' (He
travel in Canada and Mexico. as well as man or a nigger. Not one
time. He didn't know then that his prison inforextensively in the United States. Yet be- wasn't hostile. but now, man,
you knew mation was out of date: Canadian law
fore, he always had been a bungler. it was there. His smile came
easily. But no longer required suds a guarantor.)
Dropping evidence at Canipc's would he had a temper. That great
little in- He also needed money. To get it, he
be his style. but eluding all the FBI gratiating smile was pretty superfic
ial."
told Huie, he robbed a whorehouse on
Agents would not. Perhaps. then, he was
If Ray did Lill King, what was his July 18. though he later admitted
it had
so deeply motivated by racism that he motive? There are several answers
. The been a supermarket.
became inspired. Certainly, both in pris- first is Ray's own. most of which
he sold
After time rubbery. Ray bought all sorts
on and out. Ray exhibited deep inferi- after his arrest to an Alabama writer
of glad rags. sent fur some sex manuals.
ority feelings, which he tried to allay named William Bradford Huie for enrolled
in a locksrnithing correspondthrough weight lifting. dance lessons, bar. money to pay for his defense (Huie's ence course and went
to the exclusive
tending lessons. hypnosis lessons. even publication of much of Ray's tale in Gray Rocks Inn in
the Laurentian
plastic surgery, which changed the dis- Look before the trial date would these Mountains, where he met
and seduced
tinctive shape of his nose, and maybe days be considered prejudicial, a point a beautiful Canadian divorce
e who he
they finally all worked to make him more stressed in Ray's petitions for a new hoped would swear he was a Canadia
n
trial).
confident and efficient. (Or, some suspect,
citizen. Ray admits all this, but he adds
This
account—documented in Viol- "Raoul." And Raoul is all. If he exists.
such activities were simply aids to the
new identity he needed after killing King.) lowed-Ray's-footprints style—portrays a the conspiracy exists. Ray himself said
But was Ray a racist? His brothers ad. hold and ingenious criminal who comes he hung around "the boats" in Montreal,
limit they are. Jerry openly displayed his to the bad end of being framed by a mys- looking for a way out of the country.
feelings, once working for J. B. Stoner, terious man called Raoul. (Huie himself He frequented a waterfront tavern called
a hypermisanthrupic Klansman who first believed that story of conspiracy. the Neptune. He says there he put out
but then concluded Ray had done it by word that he might be availabl
helped form the black-luting National
e for
himself.) The story admits most of what 1.3110115 goings on. if fairly riskless, n[States Rights Party and whom lie tried to
since
the state of Tennessee would u-y to he needed capital and an I.D.
One day.
retain as a lawyer for Jimmy after Ray's prose.
differing only in the crucial detail a sandy-haired, mid-30ish French
Canaguilty plea netted him 99 years. As For of where Ray
was when King was mur- dian named Raoul showed up, saying he
Jimmy, he refuscd to live in the integral. dered. On that
point, in fact, Ray has might have some things for Galt to do,
ed "honor" dormitory at Leavenworth. switched several
times, as we'll see. But just little things at first, mind you, but
While loose in Los Angeles, he volun- the rest was
dear in his mind.
then more and bigger, ending with lots
teered in March 1968 to work for WalWe track. Ray as be escaped on April of cash and all die papers Gaff might
lace (Jerry, again, supposedly said J immy 23, 1967, and
probably with his brother need to get away to places with no
thought if King were out of the way. John's help made
his way to Chicago extradition treaty with the U.S.; say.
Wallace could more easily be elected). He (31cMillan believes
that the next day, Rhodesia or wherever.
had a barroom fight Mel "niggers" there. Jimmy told John
And so, Ray says, began the associaand Jerry he was going
and also wrote for information on immi- to kill king).
He worked for two months don with Raoul that continued sporadgrating to Rhodesia. A John Birch leaflet in a restaurant kitchen.
To his employers. ically over the next eight months, until
(along with a map. complete with Rays this slim, quiet man was
John Rayns, a he told Ray to meet him in Memphis
thumbprint, on which were marked the model employee
W130 didn't seem at all to on April fourth on Main Street, where,
locations of King's church and home) was mind the Negroe
s he worked around. Ray says. Raoul or somebody else must
have killed King.
found in a roots in .Adanta allegedly When he quit in late
June, the owners
Does Raoul exist? The prosecution
rented by Ray just before the killing. were sorry to see
him go, but they wished said
no. that Ray was a loner. No Raoul.
And in England, after the assassination. him well at his new
job in Canada.
just Ray suddenly turned clever. and if
Ray reportedly made inquiries about
But Ray didn't go directly to Canada.
their sole eyewitness. Charles Stephens.
signing on as a mercenary in Rhodesia With $450 and a
5200 Chrysler—whose couldn't exactly say it
was Ray he'd seen
or the Congo. Vet those facts. however tide, with his tempora
ry driver's license. running down the hall—an
d his mate
suaestive, don't prove Ray killed for gave him a bit of
tenuous I.D.—he went said no. the man was blond, stocky, had
older
race reasons. A mart who spent seven to the Sc Louis area,
where brother John than Ray. in an Army jacket and
plaid
years in the Missouri penitentiary with had a saloon. When
the Chrysler broke shin—look at all the circumstances.
him has a different feeling about that:
down, he sold it and bought a $200 red
Circumstances that. if true, unreel like
"I'd say he was about as dose to me Plymouth.
a cops-and-robbers movie scripted by Ray
as he was to anybody, which wasn't too
In Canada. Ray/Rayns became Eric but subtitled by
his accusers, their alter214 dose. He was an extreme introvert. He Starvo Galt. Huie
believes Ray chose the nate versions winding down
to the shot
O
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that blew away King. The star. James
Earl Ray. begins:
I'm Eric Marva Galt in August
1967. smuggling packages—heroini—lot Raoul into the U.S.. modest
lee. 5750. then being told to sell the
old Plymouth and go to BirmingAlabama, where Raoul would
meet me, get the better I.D., give
me money, a suitable car. and if 1
needed Raoul, here was a New Orleans telephone number. He said
there was SI2.000 in it eventually,
and it was risky in the U.S., but
things hadn't worked out with the
passport.
No, the opponents say, not that
wiry. He urns alone to Chicago and
signed the Plymouth over to Jerry,
and then went by train to firming..
ham, where lie took dance lessons,
lived in a rooming house, bought the
white Mustang for S2000 cash, got a
Call drawer's license. boughs surveillance-style photo equipment, movie
stuff, jug living there until October
sixth.

Raoul met me iii Birmingham. We
bought the car after I found it and
lie OK'd it. He gave use S500 to live
on and 5500 for camera equipment
he described to me. told me to lie
low and stay out of trouble. I got
Galt 1.1). for driver's license and car
registration.
Uh-uh. Ray was Irvi ng on his prison
earnings and robbery money and
probably wanted those cameras—he
bought a Polaroid, too—for pornography, to snake money. He was just
indulging himself, building up his
sell-importance, and he probably
really liked being in IVallace
country.
I left Birmingham October sixth

and went to NI!CVO Laredo. where
Raoul met me, and at smuggled a
tire full of something across the
border, and he gave use 52000 in
20s and slid he'd need me for other
jobs. so keep in touch via that New
Orleans number. why not stay in
Mexico awhile? And I said Fine, there
or Los Angeles.
Bull! Kay PM lazed about in Mexico, mostly Puerto rallarta, making
it with three wholes, posing as a
writer, setting up to smuggle a bunch
of grass into California.

I'd like to go hack there when I
get out: it was good: I even proposed
marriage to a woman named Irma.
but it didn't work. so I left with some
marijuana but gat rid of it before
crossing the border.
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He took it into L.A. by himself
and those halcyon days were spent
as much as anything else with that
Polaroid, photographing himself, because he was or/lased with wanting

to I.0 One of the Ten Mott Wanted
criminals, with his picture in all the
post offices; he was so insecure, see,
like Oswald. and he was studying his
photos so he could get his prominent
feature—the end of his nose—allewd fry plastic surgery, so when the
great crime occurred. he couldn't
be recognized.

Sure. I stayed in LA. from November 18, 1967, until March 17,
1968. Had two apartments at different times and took barteteding and
dancing lessons, because if I lived
in South America, they'd come in
handy. Stuck with the locksmithing.
Applied for two jobs but didn't
have a Social Security card. Tried to
learn about self-hypnosis: that's
where those self-improvement books
I had in England came from. Told
the telephone company I was a
Wallace worker so I'd get a phone
quick to use looking for a job. Had
trouble over race with some people
in a bar called the Rabbit's Foot.
Hell, he told them since they
loved nigger: so much, he'd take 'em
on down to Watts and see how they
liked it. And he inquired about going to Attica. The hypnosis was
strange; he actually gave that hypnotist his real name, since he believed he'd tell the truth when
hypnotized, anyway.

left for New Orleans December
13, after Raoul wrote to me at General Delivery. saying come for a conference. they had a job for me.
akarley Stein rode with me—he's
the cousin of a girl I met—to take
his sister's kids back to L.A. The
ride was a fator, but f made them
register for Wallace before we left.
Anyway, I saw Raoul and he told
me to be ready for a job in two or
three months, hinted that there was
some big businessman involved. He
gate me another 5500 in 20s.
Typical he. He went because he
was into some solo dope deal and
Charley Stein's saying he made several long-distance calls to New Orleans along the way doesn't change
it, since he always kept in touch with
Jerry, anyway, so maybe the calls
weren't to New Orlearu. And Raoul
never wrote to him. He decided to
go the night before they left, because
he called that morning and canceled
his appointment with the hypnotist,
so again, no Raoul.

On March fifth. I had the tip of my
nose cut off so I couldn't he recognized in any of those deals, because
Raoul wrote in February and said
the deal was on for about May first,
the one we'd talked about, running
guns. so I was to meet him in New
Orleans about Mardi 20 and finally
I'd get the 12 grand and papers-.

Sure,
Win about when he decided to kill King: it was building
in him, all the Wallace hatred, the
desire to snake the top tan, and Ray
had heard enough when King war
in L.A. March 16 and 17 and he'd
had the nose fob. so lie stayed out
his rent like the tightwad he was
and wok off to go find King and
shoot him.

That's the way it is for each and the
Games dick madly as Galt leaves L.A.
He drove to New Orleans. got word there
to meet Raoul next in Birmingham. ex.
apt. he sows, begot lost and had to spend
the night of Mardi 22 in Selma (Wrong!
the accusers say: you were stalking King.
who had been in Selma); then on to Birmingham and Raoul and then to Atlanta to that dumpy rooming house. where
we heard about the gun deal (No! You
were alone and after King. marking his
haunts those days on a map) . . then
faster, faster, the images melting . . . I
bought the .2-13 and then exchanged it.
like Raoul told me. in Birmingham the
29th and 30th (You did it alone!), and
then went by slow stops to Memphis, just
me. with this gun they were going to use
for a samp:e, Raoul said, for the buyers in
Memphis who'd take that kind and hundreds of cheap foreign rifles (Sorry! You
went back to Atlanta for King but found
he would be in Memphis on April fourth,
so you went the third).... No, no. Raoul
met me near Memphis in a Mississippi
motel on the second and took the rifle
and told me to go to Memphis on the
third and stay at the Rebel motel (Yes.
you did, but you got there the third.,
signed in—we have your handwriting—
and found where King was and went the
next day to kill him)
No. Raoul came
to room 3B with the gun (But Mrs. Brewer doesn't remember anyone asking where
Mr. 11'illartt's room was) and I went to
South Main. I've told you, and bought
the binoculars. and about five o'clock he
sent use out for some beer so they could
make the deal, and I went to Jim's Grill
downstairs (You can't describe the place
and no one remembers you there),
and then 1 was on the sidewalk and
heard this shot and here came Raoul
and dumped the bundle and jumped
in the car and covered himself with that
white sheet and we took oaf• then stopped
a few blocks away and Raoul jumped
OM, the last I saw of him, and I was
scared and took off (You say that? Why,
then, did you through your lawyers
change your story later and say you were
at a filling station with the Mustang.
getting a low tire checked?). OK. 1 made
up that sheet business and told it to
Huie because I was scared, trapped. Huse
was pressing me to confess so his book
would sell, but I can prove it, there's a
filling-station attendant and tome others
who'll say they remembered the car and
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"Tell me all about yourself.
What kind of work do you do? Where did you go to school?
How long do you last in bed?"

me, at about six o'clock: no, I didn't
kill King. didn't fire that shot.
And then, freeze frame of King
falling.
•
Every scene after that is anticlimactic,
though fascinating. Ray admits he drove
alone to Atlanta the night of April
fourth and abandoned his car. He then
returned to Canada, arriving in Toronto
on the eighth. He lived again in rooming
houses, in which he read of the riots, the
grief. the universal condemnation of
King's murder (it Ray or someone else had
expected most of America to applaud.
he was disheartened). Ray says he was
fleeing in fear that Raoul and those who
had set him up would now come and
kill him, that he hadn't even known
King was dead until be heard it on his
Mustang's radio.
Fleeing he certainly was, and in ways
the prosecution said were con-wise and
the conspiracy buffs say are sure signals
he had help. Again, he needed money.
and an La. however he got them. Ray
has said he went to the library and
looked up several Toronto births fur
1932, finally choosing two names and.
giving his rooming-house address, applied for birth certificates in their
names—Paul E. Bridgman and Ramon
George Sneyd. He picked 1912 to approx.
27A hnate his age and. to verify a general

resemblance, he floated around in their
neighborhoods and made sure they were
of medium height, medium weight, darkhaired. A clever scheme. Too clever for
Ray. the conspiracy theorists say, especially since Sneyd—in whose name Ray
easily got a passport through a travel
agent—was a policeman, and did not
that imply an international conspiracy?
Some people wonder, too. about Bridgman's story that he got a call from someone who said he was checking to see if
he had a passport. But Ray says he did
that.
In any event. on May sixth. Ray as
Sneyd flew to London on a $345 2I-day
excursion ticket. He cashed in the return
ticket and went ott to Lisbon. there to try
to escape to Angola as a mercenary. It was
none too soon: by then the world knew
that Galt. Lowmyer and Willard were
really James Earl Ray. His picture had
been in the papers and police of several
countries bad been alerted (if, as the
prosecution says. it was fame he sought.
he must have been gratified). Even so, it
had taken the FBI a long time—until
April I9—to identify Ray. despite the
mound of evidence at Canipe's. In fact.
it hadn't been until April 18, after
agents cause upon Ray's room in Atlanta
and his thumbprint on the map. that
they started checking the fingerprint files
of Federal offenders. Ray's fingerprints

were there because of his money-order
taper. 01 the 53.000 cards, his was the
700th up. Lucky Fill. But why hadn't
they immediately checked the serial number on the transistor radio left in the
bundle% "Iltey'd have found that Ray bad
bought it in the Missouri pen and that
would have told the bureau who had
dropped all the stuff. Maybe then he
would have been picked up sooner. Or
did someone not want him picked up, as
many have asked:
Yet he was picked up. There was nodshig for Ray in Portugal. except beer and
whores. so lie went back to England on
May 17. Apparently almost broke. Ray on
June fourth robbed a savings bank of
$290. On the eighth, he went to Heathrow for a flight to Brussels. but there Detectis e Sergeant Phillip Birch of Scotland
Yard. on the lookout for someone using
Sneyd's passport with Ray's picture in it.
brought his hand down firmly on Ray's
shoulder. It was over. Ray handed over his
cheap .38 and was taken to prison, where
one man reported he uttered some of the
few pitiable words anyone ever heard him
say: "Oh. God. I feel so trapped."
That was true, in many ways. Take
the judicial irregularities as one dimension of Ray's dilemma. His extradition
from England—to which he agreed upon
advice of counsel, though he could have
declared King's murder a political act
and so avoided extradition—was based
on the questionable affidavit of Charles
Stephens' and the inconclusive ballistics
and firearms evidence. Ray's return to
the United States and subsequent imprisonment were of dubious legality and
constitutionality and showed how scared
the Government was running. The return was accomplished in an Air Force
0135, with Ray strapped to a seat and
surrounded by inquisitive Government
cops. He was then stripped, searched.
manacled and transferred. in an armored
truck. to the Shelby County Jail, where.
for eight months. he hied in a special cell
section that was continuously floodlighted, monitored by TV and shuttered
from the sense of day and night by
quarter-inch steel plates.
Attorneys have been a problem for Ray,
one he has exacerbated by his jailhotise
lawyering. He first wanted F. Lee Bailey
(an index of his sense of importance), but
when Bailey declined, he got Arthur
Hanes. Sr., the mayor of Birmingham
back in the Bull Connor. cattle-prod,
fire-hose and sickehe-dogs-on-the-niggers
days. Hanes is a good lawyer. He successfully defended the Klannisli killers of
Viola Liuzzo and he maintains lie could
have done the same for Ray. He and his
son investigated Ray's story as much as
they could in preparing the case. and both
thought it possible there had been a conspiracy. But it wasn't the key to their defense. They had detected large holes in
the state's circumstantial evidence and
they would attack those. But Ray fired
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the Hallam in November 1968. two days
before his trial was to start.
The reasons are uncertain. Cynics think
•
he did it to postpone the trial until
George Wallace could be elected that
month and then pardon him. Clore probably. the reasons lie. as'Ray has said, in
the Catch-= agreement under which
Hanes worked. Hanes actually was paid
by Huie, who was financing Ray's defense
•
by gathering and publishing stones that
indicated Ray was guilty. Thus. Ray may
have decided that Huie needed him
guilty. since much of the big-bucks potential for his articles and his book depended
on their being an inside story. So couldn't
Huie accordingly influence his partner's.
Hanes's. conduct of the trial? ferry Ray,
for example. testified he told Jimmy that
Huic offered him $1?..000 to get Jimmy
to stay off the stand: i.e., not to say he
was innocent when Huie had decided he
was guilty. So Jimmy decided to fire
Ha nes.
For their parts, both Hanes and Ilitie
have opined that's nonsense. Hanes says
he had a fine case and Huie says a fair
trial would have helped his book, no
matter what the result (as it was. Ray's
guilty plea obviated a trial and turned
Fluies book into a big loser).
Whatever the truth. Rry got his postponement. and into the case at Jerry
Ray's behest strode Percy Foreman, the
famous Texas a-iminal lawyer who
boasted he'd won more cases than Clarence Darrow. had lost only one killer
to the electric chair, and that was just
because his fees were punishment
enough for any criminal. Now the fur
would Hy. Except that several things
happened. First. Foreman found that
Huie was the money man and, like
Hanes. promptly struck a deal with the
Huie-Ray-Hanes literary enterprise for
his fee. supposedly $150,000. Second. he
says he then found that the stare had a
terrific case (Hanes violently disagrees,
saying Foreman never even looked at
Hanes's files) and so Ray was going to
the electric chair unless he pleaded guilty.
Third, the famous trial lawyer appeared
in court in March 1969 with his sheepish
client and instead of a furious legal
battle. the onlookers saw the pro forma
rigmarole of Ray's agreeing with the 55
stipulations the state had marshaled that
CHARCOAL
said James Earl Ray alone had killed
MELLOWED
Martin Luther King. Was Mr. Ray
guilty? "Yes, legally guilty. uh-huh."
came Ray's reply. That was that, except
DROP
for a potentially exhilarating moment
that died a-horning when Ray rose up
and said no, he just couldn't agree with
BY DROP
Ramsey Clark and 11r, Hoover that there
hadn't been a conspiracy. Nothing more
was said. Foreman immediately left MemTennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by lack Daniel Distillery
phis, taking with him the 59000 remainLem Mottow, Prop., Inc„ Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352
ing from Huie's original $40.000 in
Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
payments to Hanes through Ray. He left

JACK DANIEL'S DUCKS love everyone.
But they love our miller, Henry Owen, best.

Henry buys corn, barley and rye from grain
farmers who haul it in from all over. He inspects
every load to make sure he's buying the best. And
then he favors our ducks
with the spillage. In all our
years, we've never heard
a duck complain about
our miller's selections.
6
And happily, we haven't
6
had many squawks from
people either.
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Ischind several questions. Was it true.
as Ray claimed. that Foreman had
coerced him into the guilty plea—"You'll
bar•be'cue. boy!"—even put pressure on
Ray's family to influence Jimmy to cop
a plea? Why hadn't Foreman spent more
time on the case? (He was with Ray only
one hour and 59 minutes in the first 70
days of preparing the defense, though he
saw him more often in the days preceding
the plea. the better to railroad him, Ray's
advocates think.) Had Huie convinced
Foreman that Ray was dead guilty (it's
true Huie was summoned by the grand
jury—some of Ray's recent lawyers
suspect that he further incriminated their
r_lient then) and so called Foreman off?
Was it true, therefore, that Foreman had
not. as other lawyers have since alleged,
provided adequate counsel for Ray?
Finally, was Ray's accusation—related by
John Ray—justified that Foreman had
told him the trial judge would grant no
more continuances, even if Ray fired
Foreman. and, therefore, that he had no
choice but to plead guilty. unless he
wanted to be left only with the public
defender as counsel?
Three days after his guilty plea. Ray
wrote to the trial judge. asking for a new
consistent with Tennessee law.
Ray's request was rejected because the
trial judge had died of a heart attack,
which, under Tennessee statute put Ray's
request within another judge's jurisdic•
don. Fie denied a new trial. Since then.
Ray has kept trying through a succession
of lawyers, including the racist Stoner, to

secure a new trial an the murder charge
(and to secure compensation for allegedly
libelous statements published by Huie
and others). The grandest attempt came
in October 1974, at a U.S. district court
evidentiary hearing that had been
ordered by a L`. S. court of appeals.
Largely based on the arguments of at.
torney James Lesar—the hardest-working
of Ray's recent lawyers.—the court found
that Ray's judicial record reeked with
"ethical, moral and professional irregularities" and that "Ray's attorneys. Hanes
and Foreman, were more interested in
capitalizing on a notorious case than in
representing the best interests of their
client." But in February 1975. despite the
success Ray's defense team had in introducing vital questions on the evidence,
the court ruled against the petition. An
appeal is pending. And so are the vital
questions.
We've seen the weakness of Charles
Stephens' identification of Ray as the
man in the rooming house. (The police.
by the way. sequestered Stephens after
the killing. providing him with bed and
booze, while his wife. Grace, was put
away in a state menial hospital. still
contending that Charley was wrong.) If
more were needed to impeach Stephens'
testimony., Ray's lawyers interviewed a
taxi driver named James McCraw who
said that on April fourth he had been
dispatched to 422ii Main Street to pick
up Charley "about 5:30" and found him
too drunk to walk. so he had left. McCraw
also told a defense investigator. Weisberg.
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"Julia's assertiveness training is really paying off—she was
just arrested for aggravated assault."

that he had dinshle-parked in front of
Jim's Grill—where. in one of Ray's
stories. Ray was sent by Raoul to get
beer—and had seen no white Mustang
on the street (which fits Ray's second story
about being away from the place altogether). Further, a newsman supposedly
saw Grace and Charley at police headquarters on die evening of April fifth.
and Charley was too drink-sodden to say
why he was there. All of this leads skeptics
to think Stephens may have been encouraged to perjure himself.
We have, too, the suggestive but inconclusive ballistics data: a slug that, according to the FBI, was only "consistent
with" a .30.116 (a slug that, despite its
mutilation, might. according to some experts. have been matched to the rifle)
allegedly fired from an awkward position.
Indeed, a criminologist active in assassination inquiries—Herbert MacDonnelltold the Federal court that it would have
been impossible with the 42-inch-long
Gamemaster to stand in the tub and get
the needed angle on King, that to do so
the rifle's butt would have to be six incites
within the wall. Impossible. that is, if the
rifle made the prosecution's dent, a semicircular indentation in the bathroom
window's inner sill that the state claims
was made for the rifle barrel. Unfortunately for MacUonnell. you can aim from
the tub if you put the rifle far enough out
the window.
‘Vhatcver. the FBI's own documents
show there are no splinters torn from the
sill or powder marks on it as there would
have been if the barrel had rested in the
dent. ICS conceivable that die dent was
made by a hammer. It has also been suggested that the window in the sniper's
nest was not open at the time of the
shot and Furthermore. that an object sat
on the window sill that was substantial
enough to prevent a rifle from being
shoved through the window and knocking a screen to the ground. as the state
Maintains. The shot simply had to
come from elsewhere, according to Ray's
advocates. (However. trajectory studies
indicate the shot did come from the
bathroom.)
If those Contelltiolts sound like some
advanced by doubters of the Warren
Report. so do the musings on the weapon
itself. Why, for example, was the .243
exchanged for the .30-'06? The 243 is a
splendid sniper's weapon, with a high
velocity and a flatter trajectory than the
.30206. The prosecution believes the exchange was made because the .243 had
a flaw in the chamber and so the car•
midges couldn't be smoothly loaded.
Ray's defenders say that's absurd, that
anyone as familiar with rifles as the state
assumes Ray was could have used an
emery board to smooth the imperfection.
No, the exchange was made because
those who were training Ray were going
to use a .39-'06 and so needed a matching
weapon. And one loaded with their
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isatss's fingerprints. The int aerate Nixie
corner. then also sets ing as a police clip
Ghorntley's recollections mean the killtic 'Weisberg points out that a ..Itts'06
serration post. Besides, Ray's defen
se ers could have been in the parking
Gamemaster was stolen horn a Memphis
lot
team says, a Lieutenant J. E. Gitormles or
that they couldn't.
spurting-guuds store shortly !refine the :owas on Main Street in time to see Ray
There is also the tale told by a derelict
ats Until:it/OM Others have opine
d that escape. if Ray had done it. Befor
e die named Harold "Cornbread" Carter,
•
choosing a Gametnaster was not conwho
shut. Ghortnley was in the lire station with
said he was drinking in the yard behin
sistent with such a masterful frame-tap.
d
the crews from three Tactical Actio
n the rooming house when he saw a rifleWhy pick a distinctive pump-action highCruisers. When King fell, police rushe
d man shoot. pull the stock off the gun.
Os powered rifle rather than a more
com- from the are station toward the
Lor- drop it and run off. Or that of King
mon boltaction weapon? No. they say.
's
raine. but Gleortaley was impeded by
a chauffeur, Solomon Jones. who, from his
the choice—like Oswald's—was that of
a had leg. He decided not to jump down
position in the courtyard of the Lorraine
lone and inexperienced killer. (Som
e from the wall above Mulberry Stree
t. just below the balcony, said that in the
wonder, too. if Raoul's alleged gun buythen thought of the sniper's possible loshot's edwes he'd seen a man. his head
ers would want pump-action guns for
cation and walked briskly to Sout
h cloaked by a white sheet or hood,
pfiramilitary use.)
in the
Main, where he found the bundle.
dense bushes facing the Lorraine above
The lastpeculations about the weapon
questioned Canipe and, with his walki
e- Mulberry Street. who then saris sheet
and its eflens also remind us of the
talkie, radioed an alert for the youn
g emerged to disappear into the gathe
John Kennedy case. Why were there
ring
man in a white car. In a recent recon
- crowd (people remembering the white
five full-jacketed military .10-'06 round
s struction for CBS. it was said Gliormley
sheet said to have been found in Ray's
found among the hollow-point limiting
took three minutes to get to Canipe's. car
think that intriguing).
cartridges in the bundle of evidence?
Previously, however, he had estimated
it
There are accounts spread by a MemIgnoring the supposition that these
could have taken no more than a minute.
phis lawyer and former newspaper remean the Goveennaent was involved (milDefense attorneys have duplicate
d porter named Wayne Chastain that
itary .34t-'06 rounds are widely available).
a
Gliorznley's movements in less than
a mysterious "advance man" visited the
we can ask wbich sort of cartridge killed
minute. Ray could have escaped in three
Lorra
ine and arranged for King to stay
King. ‘Veisberg's suits under the Fret:duns
minutes but not in one. And whichever
in a second-floor room instead of the
of Information Act have unearthed done
time applies. Ghortnley saw nothing on
usual ground-floor room.
menu that he says prove the FBI las
the street. No car, no man. only the
Chastain also. iii an interview with
covered up or distorted important facts
bundle in the doorway. He also says he
Ray. seems to have elicited yet a third acabout that. Their spectrographic tests.
saw nothing in the parking lot next
to count of where he was during the shoot
lecisbete claims, show only one kind of
Canipe's. That fact, put next to perplexing. Raoul gave him S201.1 and told him
metal on King's clothing, whereas hollow
to
ing and contradictory statements by
go
to a movie (not to Jim's Grill), but he
points are alloys of several metals. On die
Canipe. has led same of Ray's advocates
had seen the vexing tire and Watt to have
other hand. the FBI report may really
be to an alternate version of what migh
t it fixed. and at 6:05 was on his way back
on a fragment from another kind
of really have happened.
when lie saw an ambulance pass (preround, which would imply two bullet
s.
They hypothesize that the real assassins suma
bly with King). and then lie saw
As of today. though. the autopsy plissician
were in that parking lot. Two of them
, the mob scene and split.
continues to say there was only one bullet
. a hit man and a whalman. in an.
Two older stories suggesting a conEven so, there are peculiarities. Was other
white Mustang. Ray had already spira
cy have recently been joined to
the assassin so confident—more even
been set up by his prints. his gear. his
another theory engendering a King-CIA.
than Oswald—tliat he would have
presence in the rooming house, and now
Cuba-Dallas mongrel reminiscent of
chambered only one round? Some say no
he'd been sent down to get beer. The
John Kennedy. A week after the killin
dip was in the rifle found at Canipe's.
g.
conspirators could make up the bund
le a man calling himself Tony Benevitas
though one was in the box. The state
while Ray was gone and bed be easily
told
a Memphis attorney that his
believes that Ray. the bungling snipe
r. caught at die sane. But Ray had notice
d roommate had killed King for mone
saw King conic out suddenly. was sury
that a tire was low and had gone off to get
with a .30-caliber rifle from the wall heprised. jammed one round home, ran
it pumped up. and new witnesses could
hind the rooming house and then gotten
to the bathroom and shot. But assum
ing prove it, but the killers didn't know that.
away on a motorbike. The man struc
Ray alone did the killing, and assuming and
k
they were watching the motel, and die attor
ney as believable. especially
he carefully chose his sniper's nest, per- out
came king, and the hit man said since. like
a real mobster, he knew that
haps by walking down Main. seeking
a something like, -There's the son of a the best
place to conceal a pistol was in
flophouse overlooking the Lorraine. why bitdi
now, go drop the bundle," and the die small
of the back. The man said he
would he not have the clip in his rifle? wheel man
dropped it at Canipe's, but was Irons New
Orleans but was headed
The state says he had been there since the hit man
couldn't shoot just then, be- for Brownsvil
le, Tennessee, to meet a
about 3:30. He'd taken his hag with him. cause King was
with somebody on the Grand Dragon of
the Ku Klux Klan.
Wouldn't a dedicated racist assassin be balcony, looking straig
ht at them, and The same day, a man callin
g himself J.
prepared to kill King? Or. if he were he waited a minute and
then King was Christ Bonnevecche told
two ministers
expecting a quick job, one shot, why alone, and the hit man blew
him away. that a man named Nick had killed
King
would his spread. zippered bag and all They peeled off in the Mustang.
That for $20,000 for a well-known frater
nal
the rest be with him instead of in the was the car Canipe saw, and a bit later. orde
r. that he himself worked for
Ray went back. saw the confusion and the
Mustang?
Mafia and was now on the lam over
Could he even has-e packed up all took off, having figured out that he'd some lost mone
y. He showed the ministhat gear and escaped in the time avail- been set tip. One bit of proof is that ters a counterfei
t traveler's check and
able? Ray's defenders have long said they Canipe once said the bundle was dropped how his fingerprin
ts had been filed
didn't see how lie could have run from die about five minutes before the 6:01 shot. off. and then said he was
off for BrownsCerta
inly.
Glion
nley
would
bathroom, put the rifle in the hex, wrap
say there was ville. Queer as these stories
seemed.
nobo
dy
in
the
parking lot. The killers they were regarded
it and the overnight bag in the sprea
mainly as more of
d.
run down the hall and the stairs, drop the were gone.
the "1 did it" embroidery with which
Here, then, is the outline of a possible
bundle. get into his car and drive away
well-publicized murders are decorated.
defense far Ray. It has never been tried
when there were cups all over the place.
Now it's suggested that these two sinist
er
in a court. No jury has heard what
224 many of than in the fire station
men with the similar names may be one
on the Canipe now believes, or decid
ed whether sinister man name
d Jack Youngblood, a
O

farmer mercenary for Castro, a man al•
leged to have discussed gunrunning with.
of all people. Jack Ruby, and a man
whose friends think he had ties to the
CIA. Youngblood, it's theorized, participated in the conspiracy. perhaps Raoul's.
that killed King, He's reportedly been
identified as the man who ordered eggs
and sausages at Jim's Grill about 4:30 the
afternoon of the murder, then left about
five P.M. The Memphis police supposedly
then questioned Youngblood but released him. Ray's attorney in Memphis.
Robert Livingston. is said to believe
Youngblood was the hit man for some
agency of the Federal Government. But
no one has yet shown that YoungbloodBenevitas-Bonnevecche are one. or whom
this multiphasic personality worked for.
Not a scintilla of evidence vet points to
Youngblood as anything but one of
those dark presences hovering around
Cuban exiles during the palmy days
when the CIA was waging its own little
war on Castro.
The 'Youngblood story, predictably, is
not the only farfetched tale. For a time.
attorneys Bernard Fensterwald (who has
lately acted as Ray's chief counsel) and
Livingston were taken by the story, related in spy-story meetings. of a convicted
confidence man named Clifford Holmes
Andrews. who said he could say who
killed King. A hint: It was two men. hired
by four wealthy whites. Fine. except that
Andrews next told CBS it was Raoul
and members of the Quebec Liberation
Front. again. employed by four rich
racists. And except that Andrews was in
a Canadian jail from March 1968 until
long after King was killed. Then there's
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another prisoner, a young accused dope
dealer named Robert Byron Watson.
who has said he overheard his employers
at an Atlanta an gallery plotting King's
assassination. It's also been reported that
six months before the murder. a group
of people whited a jail in Atlanta, looking for inmates to help murder King.
Meanwhile, back in Tennessee, a black
businessman named John McFerren
came forward right after the killing to
say he'd overheard a white man in a
produce house in Memphis, about .five
P.m. on April fourth, say over the tele.
phone. "You can shoot the son of a bitch
on the balcony . . you can pick up the
five thousand bucks from my brother in
New Orleans." Still another man said,
a day or so before April fourth. that he'd
heard men in Baton Rouge plotting
King's death.
It could be that the last two rumors,
even if unfounded, are correct geographically. As' with John Kennedy,
many strands of the Ray yarn knit together in Louisiana, especially in New
Orleans. Ray told Huie he was there
meeting Raoul. and it's been established
that he did visit New Orleans in December 1967 and again on his way to that
fateful appointment in Memphis. (Not
incidentally, it's been asserted that the
FBI flew some Viceroy cigarette butts
found in Ray's car to New Orleans for
analysis, causing some to wonder if, since
Ray didn't smoke, Raoul did.)
Further. Ray often has said he gave
Foreman two Louisiana telephone numbers, so that the lawyer could contact
people, presumably including Raoul,
who knew,' something about the murder.

"All right, but you can't wear them
outside, only in the house."

Foreman says he clearly remembers only
one number, in New Otle..ift*, and he
found the phone disconnected. In December 1973. Ray filed a $500,000 suit against
the state of Tennessee, in which he
alleged that Foreman had failed to investigate these numbers, while another
attorney—by then conveniently deceased—had looked up the phone numbers
and found that one belonged to a Baton
Rouge "parish official under the influence
of a Teamsters Union official" and the
other to "an agent of a Mideast-oriented
organization disturbed because of Dr.
Martin Luther King's reported forthcoming, before his death, support of the
Palestine Arab cause." But Ray's suit did
not name the individuals or list the numbers. It did not say what connection these
people had to the case or the source of the
information on the union officer and geopolitics (some think his lawyers fed him
this data). The suit, typically, created
more mystery, as it may have been designed to do. In the meantime, the telephoning went on. Another number—the
one Ray, according to Charley Stein. had
dialed often on their trip to New Orleans
in December—was purportedly secured
from Stein by a West Coast reporter.
Early in 1969. the newsman said he called
the number and was answered by a voice
that identified the location as a Louisiana
State Police barracks. The reporter asked
for Raoul and. in sheer implausibility.
one answered: Raul Esquivel. Sr., a highway patrolman apparently stationed at
12400 Airline Highway, Baton Rouge.
However, no connection between this
Raul and Ray's shadowy accomplice has
ever been found, and the number could
have been planted with Stein, or even
with Ray.
Baton Rouge is interesting, though.
at least to people who believe in a conspiracy. The state capital was a stomping
ground for Leander Perez. the legendary
Louisiana power broker who once publicly wished King were dead, Perez had
strong allies among organized labor.
One reputedly was Edward G. "Whitey"
Partin, the former Louisiana Teamsters
official who once told Justice Department
investigators that Jimmy Huffer had
threatened to have Robert Kennedy
killed. And Partin, its alleged, had an
associate who closely resembled the man
Grace Walden described as being in the
hall at 4221,4 Main Street: "Small-bone
built. He had on an Army-colored hunting jacket unfastened and dark pants. He
had on a plaid sport shirt. His hair was
salt-and-pepper colored." Conspiracy
fanciers quickly recall the field jacket
supposedly found in Ray's car that, like
other items, was too small for him. They
seize, too, on rumors that this man—another shrouded figure—hung around
Perez' followers and mafiosi from New
Orleans. Yet any role in King's assassination by this unnamed man, or the
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Mob, or Perez. or Partin, remains strictly
conjectural.
Not so tenuous is the Teamsters by
It was, after al/. a labor dispute
that took King to Memphis. A dispute by a black union. Men who drove
trucks on their sanitation rounds_ It's
conceivable that in an atmosphere of
hate and turmoil, two or three angry
union men could, in a N'ablonski reaction. decide to rake out this superspade.
this Communist, who was leading people
who wanted co get their jobs. worse. get
so high on the ladder that folks wouldn't
judge just by color anymore. Yes, that's
feasible; but again, there is no proof.
Only rumors, speculations, thick as flies
around a battlefield corpse and as various
in their directions. Everyone is suspect
and, like the echoes from Dealey Plaza,
die murder's mad musk goes on and on.
Would a new investigation help stop
the carrousel? As we go to press, it is
reported that the Justice Department's
civil rights division will ask Attorney
General Edward H. 1...evi to appoint an
independent non-Governmental panel to
study King's avassination and to decide
whether a new full-scale invetigation
should be nude. The recommendation
comes, it's said. because Ray's motives
and activities have not been fully explained and because, even though an extensive review of the original FRI
investigation has revealed no Governmental involvement in the murder, there
remain questions. We agree. Certainly,
the official explanation is doubted, with
SO percent of Americana joining Coretra
King and Ralph Abernathy and Jesse
Jackson in thinking King fell to a conspiracy. Certainly, there still are worthwhile leads to investigate, witnesses to
Cal. stories to assess, maybe even truths
to find. The best witness—James Earl
Ray—is available. He seeks a trial,
though he has said he won't help solve the
crime by naming conspirators. Shouldn't
Ray's various protestations of innocence
be tested in a courtroom, where his advocates and the state's can address the
fundamental question of who killed
Martin Luther King:
Nothing less, surely, would have satisfied King himself, It was for justice he
had lived and died. The wooden casket.
shiny in the thin April sunlight, the plain
wagon and the brace of plow mules slowly
bearing his body to his grave should have
imbued us with that simple imperative.
Apparently, we lost that message in the
haze of rime's slow burning. Or maybe
it was only that we could no longer feel.
so many were the blows, Martin Luther
King's accused assassin had not even
been caught before another American
leader was murdered. This time, he was
white. Again, lie was a Kennedy.
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Wild Turkey Lore:

In 1776 Benjamin Franklin
proposed that the Wild
Turkey be adopted as the
symbol of our country.
The eagle was chosen
instead.
The Wild Turkey
kstinNichis
later went on to
WILD
become the symbol of
TURKEY
our country's finest
zrzir muucE wax'
Bourbon.
- •
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